December 23, 2020

Ms. Jill Grandas  
Executive Director  
DCI Donor Services, Inc.  
1600 Hayes Street, Suite 300  
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Ms. Grandas:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about DCI Donor Services, Inc.’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

**Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement**

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when

---


organ donors are located.\textsuperscript{3} The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.\textsuperscript{4}

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases.\textsuperscript{5} UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients.\textsuperscript{6} There are also reports of financial impropriety.\textsuperscript{7}

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs.\textsuperscript{8} OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported.\textsuperscript{9} This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.”\textsuperscript{10} The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that


\textsuperscript{8} Video Op-Ed: 11,000 American Patients Will Die This Year Waiting for Transplants, New York Times (June 11, 2019) (online at www.nytimes.com/2019/06/11/opinion/organ-transplant-deaths.html).


“self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

**Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System**

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

---
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AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.17 OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.18

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.19 AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”20 An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”21

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).

examiners, and coroners. A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”

Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. DCI Donor Services has many potential conflicts of interest, since in addition to operating three OPOs (Tennessee Donor Services, New Mexico Donor Services, and Sierra Donor Services), DCI operates over 207 dialysis centers, a tissue bank, and an eye bank.

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for DCI Donor Services and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;
2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;
3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;
4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and


transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was every considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request.

If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.
Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Ms. Kellie Hanner
President and Chief Executive Officer
Indiana Donor Network
3760 Guion Road
Indianapolis, IN 46222

Dear Ms. Hanner:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about Indiana Donor Network’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shockingly, Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs "operates as an unchecked regional monopoly," and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.1 There is an "astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system," which is "allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks."2 One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when


organ donors are located. The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

**Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System**

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

**AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms**

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations
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spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers. AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.” An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners. A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”

---


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. Indiana Donor Network operates as a subsidiary a private airline called TxJet, with three airplanes, and claims that, “as a nonprofit, a small percentage of TxJet operations is allowed to be used for non-organ transplant flights.”24 For 2019, TxJet reported net revenues of over $2.8 million and net assets of over $7 million.25

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for Indiana Donor Network and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

24 Tx Jet, Frequently Asked Questions (online at https://txjet.org/faq/).
25 IRS Form 990 for TxJet, Tax Year 2019 (online at www.causeiq.com/organizations/view_990/463166639/f9d15565dd4857956dea7956f5d16767).
6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was every considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
    a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
    b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request.

If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi Katie Porter
Chairman Member of Congress
Subcommittee on Economic and
Consumer Policy

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Ms. Julie Bergin  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates  
10160 Linn Station Road  
Louisville, KY 40223

Dear Ms. Bergin:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates’ management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when


organ donors are located.3 The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.4

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases.5 UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients.6 There are also reports of financial impropriety.7

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs.8 OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported.9 This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.”10 The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”11

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

**Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System**

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

**AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms**

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations

---
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spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.\(^{17}\) OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.\(^{18}\)

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.\(^{19}\) AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”\(^{20}\) An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”\(^{21}\)

**OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds**

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.\(^{22}\) A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”\(^{23}\)


\(^{20}\) Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


\(^{23}\) The Bridgespan Group, *Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations* (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates falls into CMS’s third tier of failing OPOs, third-to-last, and would need to recover over 180 additional organs a year to meet new standards.24 We are also concerned about conflicts of interest between organ transplantation and the tissue business, since your Chief Clinical Officer is also on the Board of Governors for the American Association of Tissue Banks.25

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;
2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;
3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;
4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and


5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
    a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
    b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries;
11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   
a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   
b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   
c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   
d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Mr. Christopher B. Meeks  
Executive Director  
Legacy of Hope  
516 20th Street South  
Birmingham, AL 35233

Dear Mr. Meeks:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about Legacy of Hope’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

**Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement**

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable. There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”

---


organ donors are located.\(^3\) The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.\(^4\)

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases.\(^5\) UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients.\(^6\) There are also reports of financial impropriety.\(^7\)

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs.\(^8\) OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported.\(^9\) This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.”\(^10\) The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”\(^11\)

---


\(^8\) Video Op-Ed: 11,000 American Patients Will Die This Year Waiting for Transplants, New York Times (June 11, 2019) (online at www.nytimes.com/2019/06/11/opinion/organ-transplant-deaths.html).


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations

---
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spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.17 OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.18

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.19 AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”20 An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”21

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.22 A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”23

References:


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. A judge sentenced the former director of the Alabama Organ Center to 13 months in prison for his role in a scheme to take kickbacks from a funeral home that did business with the OPO. Over the course of four years, director Demosthenes Lalisan solicited and received kickbacks totaling $242,344, and his deputy director received kickbacks totaling $256,207, in exchange for promoting the funeral home and steering to it services paid for by the OPO’s parent foundation.24 The Alabama Organ Center was rebranded as Legacy of Hope, where it continues its legacy of poor performance, requiring nearly 100 additional organs a year to meet HHS’s new standards.25

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for Legacy of Hope and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and

---


e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress
December 23, 2020

Dr. Sam Salama
Executive Director
Life Alliance Organ Recovery Agency
1951 N.W. 7th Avenue, Suite 220
Miami, FL 33136

Dear Dr. Salama:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about Life Alliance Organ Recovery Agency’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

**Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement**

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when

---


organ donors are located. The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action
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campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.17 OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.18

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline healthcare providers.19 AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”20 An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”21

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.22 A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”23


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. Life Alliance ranked second-to-last among all OPOs nationwide under HHS’s new outcome measures and would need to recover over 200 additional organs every year in order to meet new standards.24 Life Alliance reportedly sent a uterine to a transplant center without notifying it that the donor suffered from a bladder infection, causing the attempted uterine transplant, the first in the United States, to fail.25 In 2014, a human pancreas was left sitting on a counter at Life Alliance for nearly two hours.26 A former administrator was alleged to have physically assaulted a registered nurse and former medical director, the product of an apparently toxic work environment.27

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for Life Alliance and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;
2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;
3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;
4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank,


tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);

d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and

e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs;

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:

   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AAOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was every considered a Member Not in Good
Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
   a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
   b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries;

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request.

If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.
Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
Ms. Jean A. Davis  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
LifeLink Foundation  
9661 Delaney Creek Boulevard  
Tampa, FL 33619

Dear Ms. Davis:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about LifeLink Foundation’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when


organ donors are located. The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.”

The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

**Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System**

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.”\(^{12}\) On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability.\(^{13}\) On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.\(^{14}\)

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.\(^{15}\)

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.\(^{16}\)

**AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms**

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action

---


\(^{15}\) Id.

campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers. AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.” An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners. A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”

---


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. LifeLink operates three OPOs: LifeLink of Georgia, LifeLink of Florida, and LifeLink of Puerto Rico. It reported over $11 million in net revenue in 2018, on top of over $128 million in net assets. You as President and CEO were compensated over $1.2 million, the Chairman of the Board was compensated over $900,000, and other officers were handsomely compensated.24

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for LifeLink Foundation and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under

such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed;

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was every considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
    a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
    b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries;

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Mr. Rony Thomas
President and Chief Executive Officer
LifeNet Health
1864 Concert Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23453

Dear Mr. Thomas:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about LifeNet Health’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

**Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement**

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when

---


organ donors are located. The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.”12 On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability.13 On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.14

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.15

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.16

AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations

---


15 Id.

spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers. AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.” An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners. A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. LifeNet operates a national tissue bank as well as a regional OPO, creating a conflict of interest between the OPO’s organ transplantation mandate and its profitable tissue business. According to its 2018 tax return, LifeNet reported revenue of over $392 million on “tissue processing,” compared with only $22.4 million for “organ procurement.” As CEO, your compensation from LifeNet was nearly $1.6 million.24 Meanwhile, LifeNet’s organ recovery operation is deemed out of compliance under CMS’s new standards based on most recent data, and it would need over 100 more organ transplants per year to meet basic outcome standards.25

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for LifeNet Health and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and

---


e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and  
b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:

a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;

b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;

c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and

d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi  
Chairman  
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter  
Member of Congress
Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Ms. Susan Gunderson
Chief Executive Officer
LifeSource
2225 West River Road North
Minneapolis, MN 55411

Dear Ms. Gunderson:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about LifeSource’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shockling Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when

---


organ donors are located. The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

**Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System**

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.”\(^\text{12}\) On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability.\(^\text{13}\) On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.\(^\text{14}\)

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.\(^\text{15}\)

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.\(^\text{16}\)

**AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms**

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations

---


\(^\text{15}\) Id.

spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.17 OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.18

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.19 AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”20 An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”21

**OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds**

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.22 A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”23

---


22 *The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations* (Nov. 2020) (online at
To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for LifeSource and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
h. all other employment for the past four years; and
i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was every considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
   a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
   b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including
the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
Ms. Alexandra K. Glazier  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
New England Donor Services  
60 First Avenue  
Waltham, MA 02451

Dear Ms. Glazier:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about New England Donor Services’ management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when organ donors are located.³ The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.⁴


This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective

---


metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. OPOs in Los Angeles,

---
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Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.18

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.19 AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”20 An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”21

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.22 A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”23

Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. New England Donor Services operates two OPOs, LifeChoice Donor Services and New England Organ Bank. It also operates a tissue business, and its Senior Vice President of Tissue Donation Services is the Chair of the Board of Governors for the American Association of Tissue Banks, presenting potential conflicts of

---

20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).
interest. In 2018, New England Donor Services reported over $35 million in assets and you as CEO earned nearly $600,000 in total compensation.

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for New England Donor Services and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;

4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

---


6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
   a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
   b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries;

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Mr. Thomas Mone
Chief Executive Officer
OneLegacy
221 South Figueroa Street, Suite 500
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Mone:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about OneLegacy’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

**Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement**

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when

---


The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.

This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged or delayed in transit—including mistakenly leaving them on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

---


This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.” On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations

---
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spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying. OPOs in Los Angeles, Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers. AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.” An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”

OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners. A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”


20 Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Hon. Alex Azar, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


23 The Bridgespan Group, Transforming Organ Donation in America: Serving Patients by Expanding High-Performing Organ Procurement Organizations (Nov. 2020) (online at
Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. A 2010 federal audit of OneLegacy’s Medicare cost reports conducted by the HHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) found that OneLegacy spent more than $500,000 on “unallowable or poorly documented items.” The OIG found that OneLegacy “did not fully comply with Medicare requirements for reporting,” resulting in a total of $531,460 in unallowable and unsupported costs, $290,968 of which were unrelated to patient care. The audit found that OneLegacy had spent $327,000 on the 2006 Rose Bowl football game and parade, “including float design and framework, football tickets, hotel rooms, limousines and flowers”—resulting in over $85,000 overpayment by Medicare. 24

Following the audit, OneLegacy established a foundation in order to use private donations to pay for the majority of the costs related to its Rose Bowl float. 25 In 2018, OneLegacy’s OPO entity gave $10 million to the OneLegacy Foundation. The same year, your compensation as CEO exceeded $900,000, and your board chair William Chertok received $100,000 in taxpayer-funded compensation. 26

Despite all of that expenditure and compensation, OneLegacy ranks in the lowest tier of performance under HHS’s new rule. 27

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for OneLegacy and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;

2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;

3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;


4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and

5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and
8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
   a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
   b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
   a. a full list of flights or legs of flights taken since January 1, 2014, indicating for which flights or legs of flights there was no associated UNOS ID#;
   b. the passenger log for each such flight or leg of a flight;
   c. the purpose of each such flight or leg of a flight; and
   d. documentation showing to what entity each flight or leg of a flight was billed; and

12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.
The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
    Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy
December 23, 2020

Mr. David DeStefano
President and Chief Executive Officer
We Are Sharing Hope SC
3950 Faber Place Drive, Suite 400
North Charleston, SC 29405

Dear Mr. DeStefano:

The Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy seeks documents and information about We Are Sharing Hope SC’s management and business activities. Mismanagement, waste, and abuse have been widely reported in the organ-transplantation industry. Financial conflicts of interest between not-for-profit organizations and for-profit tissue processing companies have been documented. Much-needed transparency and accountability reforms have been opposed by lobbyists working on behalf of Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs).

Shocking Mismanagement Reported in Organ Procurement

Nationally, there are 58 OPOs. According to one white paper, each of these OPOs “operates as an unchecked regional monopoly,” and performance levels across OPOs are highly variable.¹ There is an “astounding lack of accountability and oversight in the nation’s creaking, monopolistic organ transplant system,” which is “allowing hundreds of thousands of potential organ donations to fall through the cracks.”² One research analysis estimated there may be up to 28,000 available organs from deceased donors annually that are not ultimately transplanted into patients who need them, which equates to around 25,000 lives that are not saved even when organ donors are located.³ The burden of OPO failures is disproportionately borne by patients of color, making OPO reform an urgent health care equity issue.⁴


This waste results from various problems afflicting OPOs and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), which operates as the national Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN). There are reports of gross mismanagement, such as the failure to hire enough staff to respond to all donation cases. UNOS is plagued by reports of serious lapses in quality control, such as allowing a “startling number” of transplantable organs to be lost, damaged, or delayed in transit—including mistakenly being left on airplanes—to the extent that they become degraded and must be discarded or otherwise result in worse outcomes for patients. There are also reports of financial impropriety.

Meanwhile, OPOs have reportedly misrepresented their efficiency at finding and collecting potential transplantable organs. OPOs have self-reported their performance measures, and expert analysis has shown that the vast majority of OPOs significantly exaggerate their organ procurement rates, and their recovery rates are significantly lower than reported. This has led prominent healthcare analysts and scientists, such as Dr. DJ Patil, the former Chief Data Scientist of the United States, to refer to current data from OPOs as “functionally useless.” The Association of Organ Procurement Organizations (AOPO) has even claimed that “self-reported” data could not be used to decertify an OPO because “accuracy and consistency of data cannot be assured.”

This litany of reports is an indictment against the industry and demonstrates the need for reform.

Health Authorities Attempt to Reform the Organ Procurement System

On July 10, 2019, President Trump signed an executive order titled “Advancing American Kidney Health,” to “establish more transparent, reliable, and enforceable objective


metrics for evaluating an OPO’s performance.”

On December 17, 2019, HHS announced a proposed rule from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to improve OPO performance metrics and accountability. On November 20, 2020, CMS finalized a rule to enforce new objective measures for donation and transplantation, update those benchmarks based on national OPO performance, allow for some competition for OPOs with middling performance, and require more frequent recertification reviews.

In explaining the need for its rule, HHS found that OPOs may be choosing not to pursue procurement of organs from single-organ donors because the OPOs want an increased organs-per-donor metric. This means that life-saving organs are not collected. As HHS itself projected, compliance with the new OPO performance measures would lead to 5,600 to 7,300 additional organ transplants per year.

Tens of thousands of patients are currently being underserved by poor-performing OPOs, and 33 Americans die every day for lack of an organ transplant. For these reasons, we look forward to working with you and the incoming Administration to accelerate enforcement of the final rule and begin decertifying failing OPOs as soon as possible.

**AOPO and OPOs Lobbied Against Proposed Reforms**

In response to this rule, AOPO has seemingly “ratcheted up dramatically” its lobbying expenditures to oppose the Executive Order and HHS’s proposed rule. One OPO executive stated at an official UNOS meeting that it was “fortunate” that federal agencies were dealing with the coronavirus, because that would allow OPOs to mount a “real congressional action campaign” to oppose new reforms. While AOPO, its members, and affiliated organizations spent a total of only about $160,000 per year on lobbying in 2017 and 2018 combined, their spending nearly tripled in 2019 to $452,000. In the first half of 2020, lobbying expenditures had already reached $450,000. AOPO reportedly told its members that it would change its nonprofit status from 501(c)(3) to (c)(6) to allow for freer spending on lobbying.

---
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Chicago, New England, Philadelphia, Houston, Seattle, Minnesota, and Nashville began lobbying last year under a new coalition, the Organ Donation Advocacy Group.\textsuperscript{18}

While AOPO and the OPO industry have been lobbying against life-saving reforms, they have also engaged in lobbying efforts to receive federal funding intended to support frontline healthcare workers and struggling small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Congress established the $175 billion Provider Relief Fund to support frontline health care providers.\textsuperscript{19} AOPO requested from HHS that OPOs be given some of these discretionary funds, contending that “the Congressional intent of the Act is to provide an influx of funds to the healthcare industry, which the federally regulated OPOs service.”\textsuperscript{20} An investigative report found that while AOPO and OPOs “battle Trump’s plan, some in the industry have been approved for what may total more than $100 million” in Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans intended for struggling small businesses, “even though, in some cases, organ procurement industry borrowers involved in the lobbying are sitting on large financial assets, expensive real estate, or other reserves, in one case valued at more than $112 million.”\textsuperscript{21}

**OPO Industry Conflicts of Interest and Misuse of Funds**

We are also concerned about possible conflicts of interests in the OPO industry that may detract from the OPOs’ core mission of recovering organs for transplant. Recent investigative reporting has exposed suspicious relationships between OPOs and other segments of the health sector unrelated to organ transplantation, such as the multi-billion dollar tissue business, medical examiners, and coroners.\textsuperscript{22} A new report finds that “OPOs have greater financial incentives to focus more on tissue recovery compared to their incentives to recover lifesaving organs.”\textsuperscript{23}

Your OPO itself has raised some concerns. Sharing Hope SC falls into CMS’s third tier of failing OPOs, and would need to recover 120 additional organs a year to meet new standards.\textsuperscript{24} Recently, it was reported that Sharing Hope SC incorrectly identified the blood type

---


\textsuperscript{19} Pub. L. No: 116-136, §15011.

\textsuperscript{20} Letter from Kelly Ranum, President, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, to The Honorable Alex M. Azar II, Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services (Apr. 30, 2020).


\textsuperscript{22} *How Organ and Tissue Donation Companies Worked Their Way into the County Morgue*, Los Angeles Times (Oct. 13, 2019) (online at www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-how-body-brokers-took-over-county-morgue-20190408-story.html).


\textsuperscript{24} Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, *Medicare and Medicaid Programs; Organ Procurement Organizations Conditions for Coverage: Revisions to the Outcome Measure Requirements*
of an organ donor, resulting in the death of the transplant patient who received that donor’s lung and the near-death injury of a patient who receiving that donor’s liver.25

To assist the Subcommittee in its review of this matter, please provide the following information for Sharing Hope SC and any related foundation or other affiliated entity by January 13, 2021:

1. All charters, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and other governing documents;
2. All financial statements and consolidated records of revenues and expenses for the past four years, including a description of all assets and holdings;
3. All documents related to compliance with CMS’s proposed or final performance standards, including analyses of past and projected future performance and plans to comply with standards;
4. All policies and procedures related to:
   a. conflicts of interest;
   b. Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs, including their calculation and approval;
   c. activities unrelated to organ transplantation, such as business with tissue banks, tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, and funeral homes (including documents related to whether the OPO runs its own tissue bank, tissue processor, laboratory, or other business operation unrelated to organ transplantation);
   d. tissue processing, including avoiding conflicts with organ-recovery priorities and disclosures to donors about possible conflicts of interest, as well as all consent forms presented to donor families related to organ and tissue donation; and
   e. organs that are lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including all policies in place to ensure the successful tracking and transportation of organs; and
5. All documents related to any contract, grant, consulting agreement, or other relationship between the OPO and any other entity, including tissue processors, laboratories, coroners, or funeral homes, and a list of all transfers of funds under such arrangements and the transfer’s purpose;

---

6. All documents related to meetings of the board of directors, including agendas, meeting minutes, and presentation slide decks, since January 1, 2014;

7. A list of all governing board members and officers, and for each board member or officer:
   a. title(s);
   b. length of service;
   c. compensation from the OPO for the past four years;
   d. compensation from any related foundation for the past four years;
   e. compensation from any OPO-affiliated entity for the past four years;
   f. income from other entities that have a contractual relationship with the OPO or any related foundation or other affiliated entity, for the past four years;
   g. all terms of board membership or employment, at any time, at UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, or another OPO, OPO foundation, or OPO-affiliated entity;
   h. all other employment for the past four years; and
   i. a list of any family members of an OPO executive or board member employed by any OPO, OPO foundation, OPO-affiliated entity, or any other entity with which your OPO maintains a business relationship, including their position, compensation, and a description of how the relationship was disclosed; and

8. All employment contracts in which bonus or compensation is tied to volume-based incentives for organ, tissue, or any other medical products of human origin;

9. All documents related to reviews by the OPTN, UNOS and/or the UNOS Membership and Professional Standards Committee (MPSC), including all meeting transcripts and summaries, all corrective action plans generated, all follow-up reviews regarding corrective plans, all consultant agreements and referrals, and whether the OPO was ever considered a Member Not in Good Standing (with corresponding dates);

10. All documents related to the calculation of the Standard Acquisition Cost (SAC) fees for all organs for years 2015 – 2019, broken down by each organ category, including:
    a. an itemized breakdown of how OPO costs were apportioned to determine the SAC; and
    b. costs attributable to each organ type for multi-organ recoveries; and

11. For any jet or other form of private aviation that the OPO, through itself or any subsidiary or affiliate, owns, rents, or otherwise uses or controls, please provide:
12. All documents related to every instance, within the last 10 years, in which an organ was lost, delayed, damaged, or otherwise mishandled in transit, including the cause of the incident, the manner in which the incident was disclosed to the recipient and the family of the deceased donor, and all information related to the clinical impact these incidents have on recipients;

13. All emails and other communications between officers, employees, or board members of your OPO and UNOS/OPTN, AOPO, and/or other lobbyists or lobbying group(s) regarding HHS’s proposed rule of December 17, 2019, or final rule from November 20, 2020, including any contemplated or planned outreach to HHS, CMS, HRSA and/or any of HRSA’s contractors, and/or Congressional offices (personal and Committee staff); and

14. All documents related to any decision to apply for, receive, and keep or return PPP loans or other coronavirus-related loans or grants, including, board minutes, loan application documents, and receipt of transfer.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to the Committee’s request. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Raja Krishnamoorthi
Chairman
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy

Katie Porter
Member of Congress

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Michael Cloud, Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Economic and Consumer Policy